Abstract. Automatic classification of shots extracted by news video plays an important role in the context of news video segmentation. In spite of the efforts of the researchers involved in this field, a definite solution for the shot classification problem does not yet exist. Moreover, the authors of each novel algorithm usually provide results supporting the claim that their method performs well on a set of news videos, without facing the problem of making a wide comparison with other algorithms in terms of key performance indexes. In this paper, we present an experimental comparison of three shot classification algorithms. We considered only techniques that do not require the explicit definition of a model of the specific news video. In such a way the obtained performance should be quite independent of the news program's style. For testing the selected algorithms, we built up a database significantly wider than those typically used in the field.
Introduction
In order to allow a faster and more appealing use of news video databases, indexing and retrieval are essential issues to be addressed. A first step towards an effective indexing is the segmentation of a news video. It implies, at a first stage, the partition of the video into sequences of frames, called shots, obtained by detecting transitions that are typically associated to camera changes. Once the shots have been individuated, they can be classified on the basis of their content. Two different classes are typically considered, anchor shot and news report shot classes. Then, a news video can be segmented into stories; each story is obtained by linking a given anchor shot together with all successive news report shots, until another anchor shot occurs.
In this paper, we address the shot classification problem. In the literature, most of the approaches that exploit the video source information use a model matching strategy [1] . For each shot, a distinctive frame, called key-frame, is extracted. Then, it is matched against a set of predefined models of an anchor shot frame in order to classify it. This approach is strongly dependent on the model of the specific video program. This is a severe limitation, since it is difficult to construct all the possible models for the different news videos and the style of a particular news program can change over the time.
Other authors use a face detection approach to identify anchor shots [2] . However, face detection in video is generally too time-consuming for practical application. A different approach based on the frame statistics is presented in [3] , where the authors use a Hidden Markov model (HMM) to classify frames. The features used are the difference image between frames, the average frame color and also the audio signal. In this case the HMM parameters are evaluated during a training phase.
Finally, some authors [4, 5, 6] propose methods that are substantially unsupervised and do not require the explicit definition of an anchor shot model. In particular, in [4] a graph-theoretical cluster analysis method is employed. As pointed out by the authors, this approach fails when identical or very similar news-report shots appear in different stories of the same news program. In [5] shot classification is firstly performed on the basis of a statistical approach and then refined by considering motion features. Here the authors assume that in an anchor shot both the camera and the anchor are almost motionless. In our opinion, however, this hypothesis is not completely acceptable. In [6] a template-based method is proposed. The template is found in an unsupervised way and it does not depend on a particular threshold. However, the authors assume that different anchor shot models share the same background. This is not true for most news stations: because of different camera angles, different models can have different backgrounds.
From the previous analysis it appears evident that a definite solution for the shot classification problem does not yet exist, since it is always possible to find a case in which the assumptions of a given technique fail. Moreover, the authors of each algorithm usually provide results supporting the claim that their method performs well on a set of news videos, without facing the problem of making an extensive comparison with other algorithms in terms of key performance indices.
Starting from these considerations, in this paper we present an experimental comparison of three shot classification algorithms among those presented so far in the literature. We have chosen to consider only techniques that do not require the explicit definition of a specific model of the anchorperson shot. In such a way the obtained performance should be quite independent of the specific style of the news program.
In order to test the selected algorithms in a significant way, we built-up a database that is twice the biggest database reported until now in the scientific literature [4] . Namely, we used a news video database consisting of about 10 hours with 464 anchor shots and 5705 news report shots.
The organization of the paper is as follows: in section 2 the three selected shot classification algorithms are presented. In section 3 the database used is reported together with the tests carried out in order to assess the performance of the selected algorithms. Finally, in section 4, some conclusions are drawn.
The Selected Algorithms
Among all the techniques described in the introduction, we choose to consider for comparison only those that neither use a model-based approach nor require a specific training phase. This choice is justified by the consideration that the variety of existing news programs in the world is so high to make it practically infeasible building a good general model. Even when limiting the attention to a single broadcaster, as it could be reasonable in a real application, the news model can repeatedly change over the time. In this case, a model-based approach could provide good results only for a small period of time, while requiring a continuous re-modeling to guarantee acceptable performance for a longer period. For the same reason, methods requiring a specific training phase are not very suitable for the application at hand, given that it would be necessary re-training the system for each change in the news style.
In particular, on the basis of the best results available in the literature, we considered the shot classification algorithms proposed by Bertini et al. in [5] , Gao and Tang in [4] and Hanjalic et al. in [6] . Hereinafter, for the sake of simplicity, we will refer to these algorithms with the terms BER, GAO and HAN, according to the first three letters of the first author.
In the following we will briefly recall the rationale inspiring these algorithms.
BER Algorithm
The shot classification is here performed on the basis of a statistical approach and of the motion features of the anchor shots, without requiring any model [5] . The statistical approach is based on the consideration that anchor shots are repeated at variable length throughout the video. The obtained classification is successively refined by considering also motion features: according to the authors, it is reasonable to assume that in an anchor shot both the camera and the anchorperson are almost motionless. More in details, the first step of the process is based on the computation, for each video shot S k , of the so-called shot lifetime L(S k ). It measures the shortest temporal interval that includes all the occurrences of shots with similar visual content within the video and is used to perform a first shot classification. In this case, for each video shot the first frame is chosen as key-frame. Having defined a suitable similarity measure between two frames, the similarity between two shots is evaluated as the similarity between their key-frames. By indicating with t i the value of a time variable corresponding to the occurrence of the key-frame of the shot S i , we can build, for each shot S k , the set T k . It contains all the values t i relative to the shots S i whose similarity with the shot S k is lower than a suitable threshold τ S ; in other words, it contains the time occurrences of all the shots similar to S k . The shot lifetime L(S k ) can be then defined as the difference between the last and the first value of t i Since anchor shots occur repeatedly through the video, the shot classification is performed by attributing to the anchor shot class all the shots S k having the value of L(S k ) greater than a suitably chosen threshold τ l . The value of τ l can be determined according to the statistics of the specific video database. In [5] it is fixed to 4.5 s.
This classification is then refined by computing an index Q S that measures the quantity of motion for each candidate anchorperson shot. This index Q S is calculated as the sum of all the frame-to-frame difference between the key-frame and all the subsequent frames in the shot. So, only those shots whose Q S value does not exceed a threshold τ Q are definitely classified as anchor shots.
Note that for this method three thresholds need to be evaluated: S , l , and Q .
GAO Algorithm
In this case [4] , video shots are classified by using an algorithm based on graph-theoretical cluster (GTC) analysis. More in details, the authors propose an anchor shot detection scheme composed of four steps: short shot filtering, key-frame extraction, GTC analysis and post-processing. In general, an anchorperson shot should last for more than 2 s, since this shot should involve at least one sentence pronounced by the reporter. Therefore, if a shot lasts less than 2 s it is considered as a news-report shot. Otherwise, it is further analyzed through later steps. The second step is the key-frame extraction: the authors propose that the middle frame is taken as the key-frame. These key-frames are the input to the GTC analysis module. It considers them as vertices in a feature space and then constructs the minimum spanning tree (MST) on these vertices. To do that, a distance between key-frames, based on the color histograms, is defined. It is used for weighting each edge connecting two vertices. Successively, by removing from the MST all the edges with weights greater than a threshold γ, a forest containing a certain number of subtrees (clusters) is obtained. In this way, the GTC method automatically groups similar vertices (i.e., key-frames) into clusters.
The key-frames composing a cluster are classified as potential anchorperson frames if the size of the cluster is greater or equal to 2. Starting from this set of potential anchorperson frames, the last step of the proposed detection scheme operates a further filtering. In fact, in some situations, the key-frames in a cluster may have similar color histograms but different content. To detect this situation, a spatial difference metric (SDM) between two key-frames is proposed. If a cluster has an average SDM higher than a threshold λ, the whole cluster is removed from the anchorperson frame list.
It is worth noticing that, in this case, two thresholds, γ for the GTC algorithm and λ for the post-processing step, need to be specified in advance.
HAN Algorithm
In [6] a template-based method is proposed. It is based on the assumption that an anchor person shot is the only shot that has multiple match of most of its visual content along the whole video, and consists of two steps: a unsupervised procedure for finding the template shots and its use to detect all the anchor person shots in the video sequence by applying an adaptive thresholding.
The authors assume that the first anchor shot in a news video appears within the first N shots (in the paper N is fixed to 5). A dissimilarity measure is defined between two shot, as it will be specified later. Each shot S k with k ∈ [1,N] is then matched with all the other shots, obtaining a set of dissimilarity values for each S k . For each S k the P best matches (i.e., the lowest values) out of its set of dissimilarities are averaged to compute the overall matching value of the shot S k . The shot with the lowest overall matching value is assumed to be an anchor shot and is used as template.
The dissimilarity measure between two shots is defined as follows: each shot is represented by means of two frames, one close to the beginning of the shot and the other close to the end of the shot. These frames are merged into the so-called shot image. Each shot image is divided into blocks of M1×M2 pixels and a distance in the L*u*v color space between two blocks belonging to different shot images is defined. The dissimilarity measure between two shot images S i and S j , is then defined as the minimum value among all the average distances obtainable by considering each possible matching of blocks b k belonging to S i and blocks b h belonging to S j . In the paper, for minimizing the computational effort of the exact evaluation of this measure, only the C blocks more similar each other are considered.
Once the anchor shot template has been found, all the remaining shots are checked for individuating the other anchor shots. In particular, all the shots whose similarity with the template shot is lower than an adaptive threshold M are detected as anchor shots. Such threshold is proportional to a suitably chosen parameter w.
It is worth noticing that the values of the parameters M1, M2, P, C and w need to be fixed for this algorithm. In [6] , for two video sequences with key-frames of size 165x144 and 180x144 respectively, M1 and M2 were both fixed to 8, while P was set to 3, w to 3.0 and C was considered as the 70% of the total number of blocks.
Experimental Results
Some efforts have been spent in the recent past by other researchers in building video databases for benchmarking purposes; in particular in [7] a database was built in order to characterize the performance of shot change detection algorithm. This database, however, is not adequate for our aims, since it is made up not only of news videos but also of sport events and sitcom videos, and the duration of news videos is only 20 minutes.
So, we decided to build-up a new database. The acquisition was performed by means of the digital satellite decoder emme esse 6000pvr. It has an internal hard disk that allowed us to record in the DVB MPEG-2 format. Then, the videos were transferred on a PC, so preserving the broadcasting quality. We encoded the videos in the MPEG-1 format using the TMPGEnc encoder (ver. 2.01). The parameters used to encode the videos were selected taking into account the storage requisites, without decreasing the performance of the algorithms with respect to those obtainable with the original full-quality videos. In particular, we selected four videos from our database for analyzing the dependence of the algorithms' performance on both the frame size and the bit-rate. Two frame sizes have been considered: 704x576 and 352x288. We verified that the information loss due to the 352x288 frame size does not allow the algorithms to perform the same as on the full-quality videos. On the other hand, if the video is coded with at least 1500 kbit/s and the frame size is 704x576, all the algorithms perform as well as on the original videos. In order to keep a tolerance margin, we decided to encode the videos with approximately 2000 kbit/s. To reproduce as much as possible the variability of the phenomenon under study, different news video editions of a single broadcaster should be considered, as well as news videos of different broadcasters. However, while in the first case the different editions are usually less than ten, in the latter the number of different models is significantly large. As a consequence, we preferred to test our system on a database composed by all the different news videos captured from a single broadcaster, rather than perform tests with only few samples belonging to a large number of different broadcasters. Even if some archiving companies work with large quantities of videos from different sources, this approach fits the most realistic use case for the proposed system. A typical broadcaster, in fact, should be interested to employ such a system for analyzing all the editions of its news videos.
The database used in this paper is composed by more than thirty news videos from the main Italian public TV-network (namely, RAI 1). As it can be easily noted from Table 1 its size is large; this is more evident if it is compared with the databases used in the papers of BER, GAO and HAN. Table 1 . Composition of the databases used in this paper and in [4] , [5] and [6] . [6] 00:37:00 2 -22 / --As a first step for the assessment of the performance of the three anchor shot classification algorithms, we calculated their Precision-Recall curves [7] . Each point of these curves represents the performance in terms of Precision and Recall obtained by the algorithm using a specified set of thresholds. Each considered technique is characterized by several thresholds; hence, for each technique a family of Precision-Recall curves can be drawn. Each curve is obtained by varying the value of a threshold, holding fixed the remaining ones. In particular, in Figures 1-3 the operating curves for GAO, BER and HAN, respectively, are shown.
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The operating curves for GAO were obtained by varying both the thresholds λ (in the range 1500-3500 with step 500) and γ (in the range 20000-45000 with step 5000). Differently, the curves for BER were obtained by varying the value of τ S in the range 25000-50000 with step 5000 and τ Q in the range 25-150 with step 25, while holding fixed τ l = 4.5. This threshold, in fact, does not significantly influence the overall algorithm performance. Finally, there is a single operating curve for HAN. It is obtained by varying the value of w (in the range 1.5-4.0 with step 0.1), while holding fixed the other parameters. We used the same values suggested by the authors for N, P and C, while M1 and M2 were both fixed to 32, so as to have the same number of blocks per shot image of the original paper. In this case it is founded that variations in the values of P and C do not implies variations on the operating curve for HAO.
So, a first result is that for BER and HAN only a subset of the parameters are really significant. In fact, it is possible to allow some parameters to vary within wide ranges of values without significant changes in the obtainable performance. However, the families of curves shown in Figs. 1-3 are not suitable for a comparison of the three algorithms. Depending on the chosen operating point, it is possible to detect a different curve which allows maximizing the performance. This also implies that a unique set of values that maximizes the performance of each algorithm does not exist, except that for the HAN algorithm. Hence, the comparison of the three algorithms has been carried out on the basis of the envelope of the Precision-Recall curves. For each algorithm the points of the envelope were obtained by considering for each value of the Precision the values of the parameters that maximized the Recall. In Figure 4 the envelopes of the operating curves of the three algorithms are reported. Curves in Figure 4 clearly show that HAN performs much worse than BER and GAO for all the operating conditions. Differently, the behaviour exhibited by both the other two algorithms is characterized by a high and stable value of the Recall (above 0.80) for almost all the values of the Precision. Furthermore, it is interesting to note that the GAO algorithm is preferable if we are looking for high Recall values (i.e., higher than 0.90). On the contrary, if it is mandatory to have very high Precision values (i.e., almost no false alarms), the BER algorithm must be chosen. In order to provide a more global comparison among the three different algorithms and for comparing the results obtained on our database with those achieved by the algorithms in their original papers, a unique figure of merit, as the parameter F defined in [8] , can be used. It combines Precision and Recall as in the following:
For choosing the operating conditions of BER and GAO algorithms to be used on the whole database, a preliminary tuning phase was required. In particular, we chose the optimal values of the thresholds by means of an empirical optimization, i.e., by maximizing F over a predefined set of videos. In this set we included the same videos already used for setting up the MPEG-1 coding parameters for the whole database. These videos were not included in the successive tests. Table 2 reports the global performance of each algorithm; a first result is the discrepancy between the performance reported in Table 2 and the results presented in the original papers (reported for the sake of comparison in parenthesis). All the algorithms perform worse on our database: this is particularly true for the HAN algorithm. Moreover, GAO algorithm performs better in terms of Precision, while in [4] its behavior was the opposite one. Analogously, BER algorithm exhibits on our database a Recall value higher than the Precision one, differently from the behavior described in [5] . Since the anchor shots/news-report shots ratio of our database is quite similar to those of the databases used in the original papers (excluding HAN, where the ratio is not specified), such discordances are mainly due to the different size of the database used for the testing the algorithms in this paper. This confirms the importance of testing algorithms on a large and significant database. Finally, the results reported in Table 2 point out that, even if BER algorithm outperforms the remaining two in terms of Precision and F, GAO exhibits the best value of the Recall. 
Conclusions
In this paper an experimental comparison of three unsupervised algorithms for anchor shot classification was presented. The comparison has been carried out on a news video database consisting of about 10 hours with 464 anchor shots and 5705 news report shots. As it could be expected, it does not exist an algorithm that is definitively better than the others. While HAN algorithm performs always the worst, BER algorithm typically outperforms the remaining two in terms of Precision, while GAO exhibits in general higher values of Recall. However, the choice of the most suitable algorithm at hand strongly depends on the selected operating conditions.
Future steps of this activity will involve the comparison of other anchor shot detection algorithms. We are also planning to investigate in more details how the similarity measure between key-frames influences the algorithms' performance. To this aim, other similarity measures will be also considered.
